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Letter from the Editor
by John Ikuma

We are all really excited about the new feature film release from LAIKA Studios titled “The BoxTrolls”. I’ve 
seen the film and you should know that it was amazing! I even got to take my kids to the press screening and 
they loved it. The story is adventurous, the animation is flawless, and the imagery is mind blowing. LAIKA Stu-
dios have really outdone themselves with this film and I really can’t praise it anymore then I have in the pages 
of this magazine. 

I was fortunate enough to be invited to visit LAIKA Studios and had a first hand look behind the scenes of the 
film. I was also able to interview with Travis Knight and the two directors of BoxTrolls Graham Annable and 
Anthony Stacchi. So in this issue you will find my first hand experience visiting the BoxTrolls set where I share 
with you the behind the scenes info you won’t get anywhere else along with two great interviews about working 
on the movie with the directors and Travis Knight. You should definitely go checkout this film in theaters, it is 
worth seeing.

Also in this issue you will find an interview with Space Time Reflections creator Alba E Garcia-Rivas. She goes 
in depth about the making of her film and shares her experience with us. We can’t wait to see her film which 
looks beautiful. 

On a personal note I have gone deep into my cave to animate a lot of stuff along with prepping models for ani-
mation on the “In the Shadows of Light” Web Series!!! It’s been a longtime since the original fund raising and I 
wanted to assure everyone that the documentary web series is close to being released as episodes. YEAH!!! Lots 
of work was put into this so I hope you stopmo peps will appreciate it. 

Also, you’ll see some articles about 3D printing in this issue. I hope they are informative and enlightening. 
You’ll see some 3D printed horses in a couple of photographs in the articles. These are for a YouTube video of a 
proof of concept for 3D printing and stop motion enthusiasts. So check out our YouTube Channel and see whats 
possible with a little bit of time and effort using this new technology. 

I hope you enjoy this issue and Keep Animating!!!

-John Ikuma
Executive Editor
Stop Motion Magazine





The world of 3d Printing has for the short term captured our imagination and planted the seeds of what 
could be possible in our modern day and age. The unfortunate truth is that the majority of models available 
for home use are beyond the affordability they claim in their promotion and advertising. In fact most of the 
media has hyped 3d printing so much that those interested in purchasing a 3d printer usually make the poor 
decision of buying a way over hyped machine that requires a proprietary spool of plastic costing an outrages 
amount of money and only prints at a basic resolution. 

Now this review is for the Solidoodle MK2, which when purchased was available on the Solidoodle.com 
website. As of now when the article was written I can tell you the unit is not being produced and is no more. 
However, this review should reflect more about the company, their strategy, and why this little printer is 
amazing and why the new models are something you should look at. They didn’t supply the machine to me 
nor have I received any compensation for the Printer. I purchased it with my own hard earned money and by 
doing so I can give you an honest review from a once novice 3D Printing enthusiast. 

Lets first start out with the machine itself. The Solidoodle MK2 was designed to be strong. It sports a steel 
framed square chassis which houses the machines moving parts of rotatory gears, belts, rods, build platform 
and supports. The device itself has 3d printed components which is part of the 3d printing philosophy of 
machines building machines. The electronics for this machine are on the outside protected with a piece of 
elevated plexi glass. The Plastic Filament Spool sits on the outside of the machine with a PVC pipe holder 
and 3d printed supports. Thats the machines basics. At the time of purchase they offered a free upgrade of an 
aluminum cover and plexi glass door. I needed that since I work in an environment that is constantly filled 
with dust and wood particulate in the air. So a cover was an awesome addition. 

Solidoodle MK2 Review 
by John Ikuma



Right out of the box I thought I would be able to plug the machine in and start printing. Well, almost. You 
have to install the Repetier Host software that Solidoodle links you to. Easy enough.... Well wait there’s 
more.... You have to know what you are doing! Thats the catch with all of the printers. Even the ones which 
claim to be for home use. The machines are a tool for engineering and printing your ideas. That’s the most 
basic way of explaining it. I’ll go more in depth about this in the 3D Printing Stop Motion Article at the 
back of this issue. But for now know that you need to learn the terms and methods used to produce a 3d 
print along with have a basic understanding of 3D modeling using a CAD software or 3D modeling software 
package. Sorry if I just shattered your expectations.

Once the machine was connected and the software installed I went to the Solidoodle website to learn how 
to use the software. Well, the pictures of the software on their site looked totally different then what I was 
seeing on my computer. It dawned on me that they were using a PC based operating system and I was using 
a MAC operating system. Once this was established I proceeded to read and translate the instructions to the 
OSX version of the software. At first I was pissed that there were no little arrows to control the build plat-
form and extruder. But once I got into toying with the machine I found that I loved the layout and quickly 
discovered how easy it was to move the novel around and the platform up and down. Now I needed to print 
something. So I installed the filament sample they provided and downloaded a calibration square. Next, in-
stead of calibrating my machine I just heated up the print bed and the extruder using the software and away I 
was printing. 

Now I should point out that I had no issues running the Repetier Host 3d Printing software on a number of 
Macs and different OSX’s. I did however have serious issues running the Repertier Host under Windows 7 
during my tests and found that one my computer was a destined for the a dirt nap and that Windows 7 was a 
piece of crap. Now as to how Repetier Host actual runs in Windows, I have no real idea since it failed with 
my test.

Now I was beyond excited to start printing and I pushed print on the software end and sure enough the little 
machine jumped to life!!! Then I waited 15 minutes for a square of plastic... Now these first stages of dis-
covery are important when trying things out for the first time. You need to stay committed and dedicated to 
get an idea of even what you are doing. I watched as the head of the extruder went back and forth printing 
away and marveling at what it was doing. There were some errors, but I quickly learned that they were my 
errors and not the machines 
and not the softwares as 
others might lead you to 
believe if you look up 
reviews about this model. 
My first week was spent 
printing tests and figuring 
out how to do things prop-
erly with the help of some 
videos and forums. After I 
had a grasp of what I was 
doing I set out to do reso-
lution tests on the printer. 
Which resulted in print-
ing a human skull a .1mm 
which is pretty impressive 
even though it took 2 days



I have since spent the past 4 months printing 
everything from Brain Bottle Openers, Animal 
Skulls, upgrades for the printer, and actually mak-
ing stop motion puppets! The machine has shined 
in every way I could have imagined and I can tell 
you it was worth every penny. My only gripe is 
that I need another one with a bigger build plat-
form and maybe dual extruders so I can print in 
different materials. 

But Wait!!! They now offer one of those on the 
Solidoodle Website....!

Actually, the MK2 is amazing. It’s basic and 
functional and was affordable when I purchased it. 
They were at around $600 to $700 when I pur-

chased my printer. Now Solidoodle is offering new and improved one called the “Solidoodle Press” for $449 
which is an amazing deal! To offer a product under the $500 benchmark is outstanding. You can print in ABS 
and PLA filaments. Personally I love the ABS because its easy to use. The MK2 is a 6x6x6 build area where 
the SDPress is 8x8x8 inch build area. The specs of these printers is great for making puppet heads, inserts, 
wire armature chest blocks, and props. With a little know how you should be able to do a lot with them. 
Some people don’t like the lines that are produced by the printers and there are some techniques you can use 
to remove those lines. For instance you can sand them or use acetone to dissolve the print lines on the model. 
Personally I don’t have too much of an issue with it since the resolution of the print is good and I’ve played 
around with the machine enough to know the proper angles to print my builds on.  

In conclusion I would have to say the machine is awesome, I would be a fool to say anything other then that. 
Also, if you are smart you can find plastic printing filament for $20 online located within your country of 
origin. You don’t have to order form China to get a deal. I’ve gone through 3 spools of filament in 2 months 
and it’s worth it to save yourself some money by doing some ebay searches. That being said I’d also like to 
point out that the printer uses the standard RepRap spools of filament that are open source and easy to find. 
All the other companies out there want you to believe you have to spend lots of money on their one use only 
spools that are proprietary. It’s bull... Solidoodle produces a no nonsense printer that works and is geared 
towards and open source mentality while allowing you to purchase filaments that that are affordable. I defi-
nitely suggest looking at their printers and if you are considering purchasing a printer your should contact 
them with any questions you might have. I love my machine and will probably buy a second one to be able 
to print more at the sametime. 

Check them out at Solidoodle.com 

And to learn more about 3D Printing for your studio checkout the article at the back of this issue of Stop 
Motion Magazine. 



Motion Control Goodness for Animators

Check details at: 
ditogear.com/products/omnislider-animators-edition/



A Look Behind the Curtain
by John Ikuma



LAIKA Studios brand new feature film The BoxTrolls is set to be released on September 26 2014 here in 
the US. Its release will mark the 3rd such film from LAIKA Studios whom has had hits with it’s prior films 
Coraline and ParaNorman. The BoxTrolls is a fun adventurous comedy based on the popular book “Here Be 
Monsters!” by author Alan Snow. The film itself took 10 years from it’s original licensing of the story for 
film use to it’s completion in 2014. 

The BoxTrolls takes place in the town of Ratbridge where the town folk whom have an unhealthy obsession 
for cheese, fear the menacing, terrifying creatures that live under the city and lurk in the shadows at night 
potentially stealing their children and their precise cheese. Actually the BoxTrolls themselves are fun loving, 
kind, inventive creatures who really only go out at night to gather various junk to tinker together their inven-
tions which provide them with light and electricity in their subterranean world. While at the sometime they 
have to avoid the monster exterminators lead by Snatcher whom has a really unhealthy allergy to cheese and 
an even greater lust for the milk based product. His main goal is to capture and destroy the BoxTrolls and 
win an award of authority called The White Hat. 

Now I’ve kind of given a lot away 
about this movie already, but know 
that even the little that I have
provided here pales in comparison to 
the actual film and whats going on in 
the story. There are a number of 
characters of note in the film, namely
 the 2 main BoxTrolls named after the 
box that they wear “Fish” and “Shoe”. 



There’s the little boy they raise from a baby named “Eggs”. Then there’s high spirited little girl named Win-
nie, and we can’t forget the evil leader of the Monster Exterminators named “Snatcher”. 

When the film opens you instantly can tell this is not your normal stop motion feature. In fact the large 
expansive streets of Ratbridge are real sets and not CGI. The many characters within the opening scenes are 
mind boggling to how it was even possible with puppets. I can tell you first hand that I visited the set and yes 
the stages and sets are huge. The street scenes where the BoxTrolls run around are massive and gorgeous. 
The textures and artistry that the set builders and prop builders put into this film is a work of wonder. Every 
texture, street sign, cobble stone, crack, corner, and pot hole is real. From the edging on the buildings to the 
slim dripping out of the drains is beautiful and hand made. When visiting the set you literally want to climb 
up onto the table and lay down in the middle of the Ratbridge street and melt into that world. It’s amazing. 

This translates directly to the film. When first watching the world being revealed on the big screen in 3D you 
really get the sense of being there. It’s pure magic just with the cinematography, long with the sets and light-
ing. What will really spin your head is the animation and the detail of every movement. LAIKA has their 
animators animate whole sequences to insure that a performance will shine. Sometimes in productions you 
can see different styles of animators shot to shot. To keep with consistency, LAIKA has done away with this 
over time. So animators literally shine for whole sequences and this helps to build consistency and stronger 
performances. Also, the amount of time an animator has on a particular shot is a lot longer then say televi-
sion production. The amount of animation that goes in the can per week is roughly 10 to 20 seconds. Where 
as television productions usually have 10 seconds a day completed. What this means is that the movie ani-
mators need to focus more on the overall performance and be able to emote from drastic expressions to more 
subtle expressions and only really get one take. Yeah, sometimes they will get a dry run pop through, but a 
lot of the time they have to put in long hours and lots of sore backs and muscles to be able to get perfection 
onto the silver screen. 

When you see animation happening in foreground, mid ground and far background it may shock you that the 
animation is done in different passes. During our behind the scenes tour of the BoxTrolls it was revealed to 
us that the animators will animate in layers where say there are 20 characters in a scene, the animator will 
animate 3 at a time to insure that the performances are spot on and then the compositing will happen in post 
so what we see on screen is actually a stitched together piece of many performances. This is very cool espe-
cially since we start off the film with a ton of BoxTrolls.



LAIKA is not shy about their puppet technology and is very open about sharing their processes when de-
signing and building the final puppets. Because of all the engineering involved in making such amazingly 
detailed and complex puppets the price of one puppet can cost tens of thousands of dollars. It was revealed 
to me when doing the press junket for the film that one puppet cost over $60,000 to produce. This is a huge 
price tag for manufacturing such a puppet and it’s obvious that all the hard work payed off when you see 
them on screen. The puppets have ball and socket armatures as skeletons, while their skin is made of sili-
cone. This of course has become standard in high level productions. What is different here though is the de-
sign. All the BoxTrolls needed to have retractible arms, legs, and heads. Georgina Haynes (Head of Puppets) 
told us that it was a very difficult thing to achieve but they figured it out and the results are amazing. Another 
feat of engineering that you won’t hear anyone talking about is the ladies ballroom dresses. The movement 
of the dresses are so fluid and flowing that you would be mistaken to think this was easy to achieve. There is 
a lattice of ball and socket armatures build like a web that serves as the skeleton of the dress. This allows the 
hoop of the dress to spin, bounce, twirl, an collapse. All the fabric of the dress is attached using wire which 
is also build into the fabric to allow even more subtle movements. Overall a brilliant work of engineering 
artistry that will mostly go unnoticed by the general public.

Another amazing use of technology by the artists in the wardrobe department is the level of detail that is 
achieved on such a small scale. LAIKA really shines at miniatures reproductions of clothing, and this was 
very evident in their production of Coraline where an artisan would make the little knit sweaters for the main 
character. With the BoxTrolls there are lots of intricate fringes and embellishments on the varying human 
characters and this is very evident with the high class White Hat characters. LAIKA used a laser cutter that 
they share with the different departments to cut out the many different shapes needed to make the outfits. 
This is a whole new level of CNC use in a stop motion production. Not only was the laser cutter used in the 
cutting of the varying fabrics, but it was also utilized to burn away layers and patterns in the velvet material 
of the outfits to simulate crushed velvet. Listen, if you are not amazed by this like I am then I’m probably not 
explaining it to where you would understand. Imagine a 12 inch tall puppet that would have Victorian Era 
clothing that everything was to scale even the crushed velvet of their jackets. The fringe of their jacket and 
shirt cuffs are made to scale! This is super difficult and amazing when done right, and let me tell you having 
actually seen these puppet unclose that it is brilliant.

The hot topic that most media are talking about is the 3D technology that LAIKA is utilizing in manufactur-
ing their facial animation technology. this of course is awesome and buzz worthy. What a lot of them aren’t 
telling you is that LAIKA is at the forefront when it comes to printing 3D in color. It is extremely difficult 
to print an object that will represent the colors you see on your computer monitor. Many factors go into this 
like temperature of the room, moisture of 
the room, the material your using, what 
kind of method you are using to layer your 
colors in the computer and then apply them 
to the print. There’s a hell of a lot involved 
in the process and LAIKA has come a 
long way from their early 3D printing on 
Coraline. It was explained to me that one 
particular artist with in the facial animation 
department had figured out that they needed 
to print color swatches of the varying colors 
and blended colors to be able to accurately 
predict what the 3D printed color will look 
like. 



Another technic used in the 3D printing 
process is that the colorist will use a cross 
hatching technic using different colors for 
each layer to be able to achieve colors that 
the manufacture of the 3D printer didn’t 
even know was possible. This is huge in 
regards to the brilliance of making a proper 
3D print and being able to get exactly what 
you want. I’ve seen other production houses 
try to get close to what LAIKA does in 
terms of their 3D printing in color and I can 
tell you this is one of those trade secrets that 
the other studios just haven’t figured out. 

Now I must also add in here the there is a 
small army of technicians whom sand and 
finish the heads after they are 3D printed. With in a very controlled environment the technicians will meticu-
lously clean every imperfections that the 3D print might have all the while having a ducted vacuum system 
that sucks away plastic particulate to insure their safety so they don’t breath the 3D Printing powder into 
their lungs. Once the technicians are done the 3D printed face does into the LAIKA 3D Printed Facial Li-
brary where a barcode and serial number which was printed on the back of the face tells the librarian which 
scene and frame the face will be placed into. Because there are tens of thousands of faces, LAIKA has to 
have a very organized system to insure nothing gets lost between the cracks. 

Another great achievement of the head designs of the BoxTrolls is the led technology within the eyes. It’s 
really cool when watching the movie to see the eyes of the BoxTrolls light up and it makes for a great effect. 
This all had to be considered when engineering the heads and bodies of the puppets because once you add 
anything that requires batteries to a shot you instantly increase it weight and movability. LAIKA has pretty 
much master that as well….

The puppets weren’t the only amazing technical achievement LAIKA pulled out of their magic hat. The had 
produced a fire effect by using rotating cheese cloth, flickering lights, and rippled glass! It looks amazing 
when you witness it first hand and is completely shocking when you see the final effect on scree. One of my 
favorite shots in the film is in the waterway under the city. A lot of time when you watch stop motion films 
and their are lights reflecting off the water in a scene and up against something you get the impression that it 
was done in post using a cgi software. On the BoxTrolls they achieve the water effect in the sewer by build-
ing a very intricate robotically controlled large mechanism using various sheets of rippled glass along with 
moving wires, moving LED lights, pieces of plastic and paper and a power drill all attached to motors and a 
computer…. My jaw dropped when I saw this at the studio and was floored by how complex the system was 
just to get the look they achieved. It definitely is worthy of an ASC (American Society of Cinematographers) 
Award and I can only hope someone will take notice for such an amazing lighting and filming technique.

One of the best parts of the film is the giant Mecha-Drill which is this huge larger then life robot that Snatch-
er uses to capture the BoxTrolls and eventually wrecks havoc on the town. The actual size of this puppet is 
roughly the size of a large child and if you are an animator you know at how huge that is for a puppet. When 
visiting the set and seeing this particular stage I could see how huge and massive a crane was needed just to 
move the puppet around and make sure it didn’t sag and move out of place. 



The puppet and crane were hooked up to a computer which allowed it to be moved in all directions while 
the animator could also move the varying arms and pieces of the puppet with their hands. This is also an-
other amazing feat and is definitely worthy of a nod from ASIFA if they actually understand what it took to 
achieve such a shot. 

Having seen first hand the LAIKA facility and the amount of artistry that all the hard working individuals 
had put into building this amazing film it is not little achievement by any means to have made the BoxTrolls 
movie. Their commitment to making this magical film is outstanding and worthy of any praise that can be 
directed to them. Most moviegoers will have no idea about the blood, sweat, and tears that went into mak-
ing this film. But we at Stop Motion Magazine are floored and in awww of their achievement. We can only 
imagine what is next down the pipeline production, but for now we are more then satisfied with binge watch-
ing BoxTrolls over and over again at the local movie theater. Go now or when you can and check out this 
amazing film and be prepared to have your mind blown.



The BoxTrolls has captivated many of us in the stop motion fan base for it’s beautiful fun imaginative nature 
thats comedic and lively performances kept us on the edge of our seats. The formula to achieve a great per-
formance is often a mystery to many whom don’t adventure deep into a production experience and witness 
for themselves the magic that is film making. Luckily we are able to bring to you a great interview with the 
Directors of The BoxTrolls Graham Annable and Anthony Stacchi. These two directors give us a rare look 
at the experience that a large feature film director goes through. Though we are barely scratching the surface 
here, it is however a great interview with a lot of insight into the execution of what will most likely be a 
recognized historic film in the future. So sit back with you cup of tea and enjoy! 

SMM: How did you both get involved with this film?

Graham: For me I was a storyboard artist on Coraline and ParaNorman, and I knew there was this guy Tony 
Stocky at the studio in development trying to get this “Here Be Monsters” thing off the ground. At a certain 

point there was a lull in the schedule 
of ParaNorman and I got an oppor-
tunity to story board and at that time 
it was called “Here Be Monsters / 
The BoxTrolls”. I guess my sensi-
bilities and my style of storyboard-
ing just kind of fit tonally with what 
Tony wanted to do with the movie 
and kind land things and helped 
sort of create a point to sort of rally 
around. Then suddenly I found my-
self co-directing with him on “The 
BoxTrolls”.

Interview with Directors (The BoxTrolls)
Graham Annable & Anthony Stacchi



Anthony: For years in the bay area I had worked with Henry Selick on different projects developing stop 
motion projects, I did a little bit of storyboarding and a little bit of effects animation stuff. So I knew Henry 
and I loved stop motion. Then my career sort of moved away from that, I was doing CG Features and stuff, 
but I was always keeping an ear open for an opportunity to get back into stop motion. So after I finished a 
project here in L.A. I went up to visit Henry and some other friends at LAIKA and thats when I met Travis 
and he gave me the book “Here Be Monsters” to read. 

SMM: How long did it take you to read that?

Anthony: Forever... The first time I read a book for a potential project I read it through. That book is a bit of 
a long read and it is especially good because of Alan  Snows beautiful illustrations are in it too. So I like to 
ogle over them as you go along and stuff, but it’s definitely a big book.

SMM: How did you peel away the layers of the book to arrive at the film you have now?

Anthony: LAIKA had been working on it for ten years. When they started working on Coraline they had 
also acquired the rights to “Here Be Monsters”. So they had been developing for a little while before I’d 
even got there. So they were well aware that it was a big task to boil it down. I knew going into it that I 
needed to find that simple core that I thought we would start with and then throw everything out and see 
what comes back in. For me I had just had a son at that time so I was really interested in those parts of the 
book that involved these BoxTroll characters which are kind of like the lost boys in Peter Pan and this or-
phaned boy who’s been raised underground and comes above ground to find his place in the world. That all 
spoke to me where my head was at that time so I know that was the core of the story and that the BoxTrolls 
were the most unique creation in the book and the boys journey was the most emotional one that was a com-
ing of age universal story. And then this took years to see how much of the rest of the book we could keep in 
there that everybody loved. I loved the tone of it, Oliver Twist as if it was done by Monty Python in a steam 
punk world, that all seemed great. Really appropriate, all the gritts for the mill in a stop motion world for all 
the real textures and beautiful stuff we could build over at LAIKA. That being said, finding that core story 
and simplifying it that took years.

Graham: For me the film was always about the connection of the BoxTrolls with the boy. That first sequence 
that I got to board for Tony was fantastic for me because it had no dialogue in it. It was just Fish and Shoe 
interacting with this baby and no one spoke a specific language at that time. It was all through gesture and 
expression that you had to communicate all the ideas in it. And I had been doing my own animated shorts, 
just hand drawn and putting them up on YouTube and of course I don’t have any voice actors in them. 



I just had done things through pantomime 
and I guess the sensibilities that I displayed 
in there just really fit what needed to hap-
pen with the BoxTrolls and it was always 
a thing to keep them simple. I know early 
on there had been designs to try to have 
the BoxTrolls have an actual language like 
Klingon, you have a little dictionary and try 
to figure it out. But it became apparent that 
it didn’t quite fit. These guys needed to be a 
little more simplistic natured to kind of feel 
the emotional warmth, the connection. I just 
loved the idea that they were these naive 
creatures in this bazaar weird world, and they 
didn’t even necessarily know their place in it, they just knew what they did in the day to day in it. 

SMM: How long did it take you to make the film once you started hitting the ground and running with it?

Anthony: Well let people know that stop motion is a lot of pre-production, but once the preproduction was 
done and we were all prepared it took about 18 months to make the film. 18 months with all the stages run-
ning with are animators to get everything into the can. 

SMM: So after all the puppets are built and the sets are made?

Anthony: There’s a lot of overlapping in there, once the firing gun goes whether you are ready or not its 
moving. A lot of characters were done in time so there was a lot of animation testing that could go on, that 
way we could figure out how does a BoxTroll move. Other characters weren’t done, they were ready until 
they were first getting animated and stuff. So like a lot of stop motion animators know there is never enough 
preproduction done, just a lot of on the fly stuff.



SMM: You both have a lot of animation backgrounds. So as Directors who have animated in the past, what is 
it like to tell an animator the type of movements you want or the acting that you want to see?

Anthony: In a funny kind of way, a lot of the technological advances that the studios made and the direction 
it goes in is a little more towards our naturalistic animation style, we don’t do an overly cartoony style, we 
don’t do things on twos. So there is a certain amount of verisimilitude, a reality to the movement and weight 
that we want to the characters. Thats a philosophy that I happen to agree with. Given that there is still a lot of 
range with in that. No body can agree about whats too cartoony and stuff. So there is a lot of figuring it out 
as you go along. In a way I think my animation experience has led me to know that you have to let the ani-
mators into the process as soon as possible creatively, which is a different barrel of monkeys in stop motion. 
2D animation, traditional animation where I was trained, is you launch the story board artist and the animator 
and he can do thumbnails and he can say “I want to take it here” and you get that kind of performance. CG 
animation, a lot of those guys, not all of them can do thumb nails, and they can add to what the performance 
is going to be. With stop motion some of the guys do thumbnails and some of them do video reference, 
others just tell you what they are thinking and there is this whole level of trust with stop motion is different 
because it’s a performance unlike any other form of animation where things are just built over time and you 
can lean over their shoulder and really dictate what you want. At a certain point in stop motion you launch 
the animator, you cross your fingers and hope for the best. 

Graham: You watch that animator walk out that door and go to the stages and hope that that in-depth conver-
sation that you just had really landed everything into the right spot. 

Anthony: Get what you need for the story and then 
hopefully something beyond what you hoped for. 
That’s the idea.

Graham: I feel like the 18 months of the animation 
schedule was like having opening nights everyday. 

Anthony: With no rehearsals! Everyday is opening 
night with no rehearsals or one rehearsal, which 
for me, coming from the other forms of animation 
is terrifying. It’s unbelievable, but also incredibly 
thrilling.When it works it is utterly fantastic. Instead 
of waiting for ink and paint, and waiting for things o 
be rendered and textured, there it is the next day in 
editorial. 

Graham: Fully lit and with every piece of it there. 

Anthony: Casting! Casting in stop motion is su-
per important. We don’t use character leads we 
use sequence leads which is great. You get certain 
sequences in the hand of that animator, he would 
have a vision for the whole sequence all the way 
through. If someone else came along to do a shot in 
the middle of that sequence would work with that 
animator. 



There’s Jason Stalman animating Madam Fu Fu, Travis animating Snatcher, Travis figuring out how Winnie 
moves very early on in the show. Brad Schiff and Dan MacKenzie figuring out how the Mecha-Drill moves. 
It’s just like casting the actors. 

Graham: Malcom Melawn animating the baby. Very grough british fellow but yet he has the knack for mak-
ing these wonderfully appealing little kids. They way he animated baby eggs just swooned everybody in the 
studio. 

SMM: This production compared to the other productions done by LAIKA in the past is on a grander scale. 
How you guys deal with bouncing from stage to stage as the directors?

Anthony: We split it up, divide and conquer. Keep the stages moving. Thats when having two people makes 
the difference. 

Graham: That’s when you really try to take advantage of the fact that there are two directors that can help 
split the duties and keep everything moving. That being said we would try to interact as much as possible. 
We would start the day with a big conversation together, we’d go over all the shots we would try to deal with 
that day, then we’d split into different edit suites and stages, but at the same time all through the day there’s 
moments where it would be like “wait get Tony in here, we need to talk this out a little more” or vica versa. 

SMM: What was your favorite part of this production?

Graham: On a personal level for me was the fact I’d been at LAIKA for eight plus years and working in the 
story department I got to know the story team really well and intimately. I’d gotten to know a lot of faces 
out in the studio, but I’d never gotten to know everyone, I feel like now as a director I know everybody in 
that studio. I got know what everyone did, I got to interact with every single department, and it was a really 
fulfilling experience. For me it was such a fantastic group of people.



Anthony: I was trained as a 2d animator. I’ve worked in the sweat house salt mines of Saturday morning 
animation in Asia. I’ve done every form of animation in commercials and CG animation. But this was by far 
the most gratifying process. It was the scariest in that it is really flying by the seat of your pants so often and 
white knuckling it. But every step of the way you see it improve. We try to say to people 2 weeks into the 
production you see the final shot in all its glory  with the puppet finalized. You don’t have to wait for it to be 
rendered or anything. That is so satisfying, and it keeps you going as the process unfolds. In that way it’s un-
like any other form of animation I’ve ever worked on and it is incredibly satisfying and sort of thrilling. 

SMM: During character development do you see the characters personalities evolve as they move from pen 
and paper concepts to the actual puppet?

Anthony: Sometimes you see it very distinctly, I can see exactly in my head when Fish and Shoe are fighting 
over the clock the way I want that fight to go. Other times I have a rough idea and I’m hoping the animator 

can embellish it. It’s a mixture of those two. 

Graham: It’s always a bouncing back and 
forth you get certain aspects where you know 
clearly in your head what you want to see in 
a particular shot and there’s other elements 
where you need the animators creative input 
and help us get through it. 

Anthony: The Madame Fru Fru scene in 
the closet with Eggs was animated by Do-
brin Yanev from Bulgaria, he barley speaks 
english. So when we are launching him I’m 
trying to explain she’s looming over him and 
Dobrins listening and Mark Stewart the big 

hulking lighting and cam-
era man is watching this 
exchange and I’m saying 
“She’s hulking him like 
this, but it’s a man in a dress 
and the the dress is kind 
of tight”, and Dobrin goes 
“Stop, I understand”, and he 
walks out and I was like “He 
doesn’t understand what 
I was talking about does 
he?”, and Mark Stewart goes 
“Yeah, he doesn’t know 
what you’re talking about”. 
Then when that scene comes 
back it’s better then any-
thing I could have imagined. 

Dobrin not only got it, he took it to a whole other level. You just never know. You tell an animator “this is 
good, this is how it’s boarded and it’s good, and the way it’s recorded is good, but there is something miss-
ing... Good Luck!” hahaha... Then that guy comes up with something that saves it.



Travis Knight the CEO and Lead Animator on TheBoxTrolls is probably one of the busiest individuals in 
the stop motion industry. Not only is he in charge of the LAIKA productions but also actively animates 
in those productions. His skills and abilities as an animator have dramatically improved over the years to 
where he’s recognized as one of the best in the industry. The BoxTrolls is of course a huge group effort 
and Travis is pretty humble and accepting of the fact that he is not alone. The amount of praise he gives 
his fellow stop motion crew at LAIKA is immeasurable with almost every sentence about how much he ap-
preciates his crew and team. We were able to sit down with Travis and get an inside look at who he is and 
what it’s like to wear so many hats during a production, especially after completing a film as large as The 
BoxTrolls. Enjoy! 

SMM: How are you feeling after this long production?

Travis: I’m tired. It’s one of these things where you work in an insular bubble for so long, and this film 
took a long time to figure out and then you finish it and its very satisfying to be done. But then the frayed 
nerves come because you’re about to release (the film). When something comes out and you have such 
a limited window by which people measure the success of it, that’s when the nerves start freaking out. 
Because it all comes down to these handful of weeks. But I’m very proud of the film and it looks beautiful 
and I’m really proud of what the team did and so I feel we’ve made the best film I feel we could make and 
now hopefully the world will respond in a good way.

Travis Knight (CEO/Lead Animator) Interview



SMM: The shot at the end of the film where you are animating and the character is talking about existence 
is amazing. Where did that I come from?

Travis: Waxing philosophical on the nature of the Universe. With every film that we’ve done, Coraline, 
ParaNorman, and BoxTrolls we always want to put a little nod to the process and it’s just one of the things 
that makes a LAIKA film interesting and unique in this modern era is the fact that we still make things by 
hand. So we did one on each of the previous films and on this film we knew we wanted to do something 
similar but we didn’t quite know what. So we started talking, you know bantering and coming up with 
ideas of how we were going to do it, and what we wanted to do is catch up with the two guys who consider 
themselves heroes the entire film but were really bad guys who came to the realization of it and then turned 
over a new leaf. And you kind of catch up with them a little later just to see what they were up to and also 
to have them kind of talk about the nature of the universe and a way to kind of bring the whole thing back 
into it. So we scripted the whole thing out, we gave it to Richard Atwatty and to Nick Frost and they just 
started riffing. Some of that stuff we wrote and some of that stuff they just came up with. It’s just a fun little 
way to end the film. 

SMM: It was brilliant, when we get to that part its a whole other perspective. 

Travis: (Laughs) It gets a little meta... but you can tell the days I had heavy meetings because I’m wearing a 
colored shirt I only got a few frames on there. 

SMM: This movie compared to the last two films (Coraline, ParaNorman) seems a lot more detailed, and a 
lot more in depth, the animation has definitely seemed to jump up to a whole other bar. What’s caused this?

Travis: Part of that is that we are always pushing the edges of the medium. We do not want to settle for the 
success of the past. We want to continue to redefine the medium. You don’t make a film like Coraline by 
just going along with the status quo and not challenging the limitations of the medium, and you don’t fol-
low that up with something like ParaNorman by not doing the same.



So with each successive film in every single department we want to challenge ourselves in terms of the story 
telling and in terms of the execution of that story. By keeping the band together, we’ve been able to keep the 
core team together for every film and everyone gets better and everyone continues to push on the process. 
So there have been innovations, there’s been things we couldn’t have ever imagined when we made Coraline 
that we able to employ on this film because we have been building on that stuff. By tweaking our manage-
ment of the production we’ve been able to give animators bigger chunks of the film that they can own, 
which means that they understand the characters and the sequences in a better way  and that they can bring 
more to it. So they make better acting choices. People better understand the style that we are trying to go 
for which is incredibly difficult style to animate in (stop motion). I just think everyone gets better and they 
continue to push themselves and so I think you see that in the execution of the film. Beyond that in terms of 
the story, Coraline was a dark modern fairy tale which meant it had to be kind of dark and scary, that was 
the core of it. ParaNorman was a super natural comedic thriller which meant it was rooted in Amlin films 
and those great classic horror films in the 60’s, 70’s, and 80’s. so it had to have elements of that too along 
with the silly stuff. It was a cognoscente effort to make BoxTrolls a different kind of movie. We didn’t want 
to repeat ourselves. So we shifted focus and we did this period piece that was kind of absurdist Dickensian 
coming of age fable and a mash up of Dickens, Rodale, and Monty Python. It was a different kind of movie 
for us and it demanded a different kind of aesthetic. I think you see that with the design and I think you see 
that with the follow through with the animation.

SMM: Congratulations for the nod from the Academy for your technical achievements.

Travis: Well it’s a nod for a potential nod. It’s a short list. It’s a widdle down to “these are the guys who 
potentially available for nomination”. It’s still in the process. But I think it’s deserved, when you think about 
what that group (LAIKA) has done for the medium. Think about where we were prior to Coralines release 
and the best articulation of facial animation you could get was through clay and it still had limitations. 
Mechanical faces could do a lot of really great stuff but they were so limited in the range that they could get. 
They could get some real nice subtle stuff, but they could never quite get those broad clear expressions. So 
by taking the best of all these worlds and rapid proto-typing we were able to really open up the expressiv-
ity of these characters and make them really come alive in a way that they hadn’t been before. But again we 
were not content to just sit on the development that we had on Coraline, we decided to push even further. 
even though on ParaNorman we had no indications that this new bit of technology with this color print-
ing was going to work. We could have very well stuck with what we did on Coraline and continued to do 
that process. But that wasn’t good enough for us. It was like we had done that and we needed to push the 
medium forward. And with BoxTrolls yet again, instead of making it more life like or kind of naturalistic 
in terms of the textures and the paint jobs on the face we wanted to go in a really artistic direction where 

we went to something that was more theatrical, 
something that was more impressionistic, almost 
like a moving painting. That doesn’t happen by 
accident, that happens by people working really 
hard using their brains and really figuring these 
things out. It’s a real tribute to that group of 
people who are so passionate about what they do 
and really want to take the medium to places it’s 
never been. When I think about this medium that 
we love, stop motion, it’s over a hundred years 
old. It’s been around since the dawn of film, and 
when I consider that I honestly don’t feel like we 
have even tapped the surface of what you can do 
in this medium. 



I think that is really exciting. 
Something that is that old and is 
that storied can still do new and 
exciting and something that is that 
old can still do new and excit-
ing and inventive things. So as I 
look at the last three films we’ve 
done, I’m very excited about it 
and very proud of it. But as I look 
forward I’m more excited about 
what we have coming down the 
pipe because we really are going 
to take the medium to places it’s 
never been before and it’s really 
exciting.

SMM: As Lead Animator and 
CEO. How do you juggle your 

time between animating, going to meetings, and family life? how do you manage that?

Travis: You do what you can. I think that it balances two parts of my personality in a pretty good way. The 
way my brain works I think each job makes me better at the other. One of the dangers of being an artist is 
getting lost in the granularity of it, you get lost in the minutiae, and sometimes you loose sight of the big 
picture. I think as with any executive it’s all big picture, it’s all about where the company is going and the 
kind of films you’re making. Sometimes you could loose that direct connection with the art and what it’s all 
about, which is about making beautiful pieces of art. I think by having a foot in each world it has made me 
better at the other one. I can’t loose that perspective and I can’t loose that direct connection with the work. 
But it’s a challenge and there is no doubt about it and sometimes I feel my head is literally getting ripped 
apart. But I also think it’s a core part of what makes LAIKA what it is. It goes to s philosophical core, it’s 
that we are not a bureaucracy, we are a team of artists and filmmakers and everyone contributes as much as 
they can and where ever they can from the PA to the CEO. We all do whatever we can to make these films. 
every dollar you see is on screen. One of the reasons the films look so beautiful is that it just is a clear desire 
and a part of a culture to take the medium in a place that it has never been before and the most stunning 
and the most beautiful, and in the most evocative kind of way. That comes down to every single one of us. 
In some ways I try to lead by example, but it can be a challenge and then of course you have to try to put 
that out of your head as much as possible when you go home and spend time with your kids and your wife. 
Outside of where the thing is, maybe to my benefit, outside of my job which leaves me pretty creatively ful-
filled, I have no life other then my family. I don’t do anything else other then hangout with my family. I’m 
able to kind of make it work as best I can.

SMM: What was your most enlightened moment during production?

Travis: I think its a culmination of a bunch of things. When we were making the film there were a number 
of things we were struggling with that I didn’t know we were going to be able to get by, if we were going 
to figure out. There were so many challenges in the film and some many different things we bit off. There 
didn’t seem to be any clear simple solution for it. So I started to wonder if we had to rethink our approach 
and how that would effect the different kinds of stories and films that we make if we couldn’t solve some of 
those challenges.



SMM: What was your most enlightened moment during production?

Travis: I think its a culmination of a bunch of things. When we were making the film there were a number 
of things we were struggling with that I didn’t know we were going to be able to get by, if we were going to 
figure out. There were so many challenges in the film and some many different things we bit off. There didn’t 
seem to be any clear simple solution for it. So I started to wonder if we had to rethink our approach and how 
that would effect the different kinds of stories and films that we make if we couldn’t solve some of those 
challenges. I think the biggest bit of enlightenment that I came through the course of the film which continues 
on through the course of the films we’ve made is this group of people, these artists, these technicians, this 
incredible strange group of people can do anything, and every problem we had and every impossible situation 
we were up against, they solved, they figured out and they did it in an incredible way.

ut because we always do. Not only do we figure it out, but we figure it out in an amazing way. That was really 
encouraging for me as a guy who is trying to figure out where we are going from heres so the shackles are off 
and we can go anywhere. So it’s really exciting.

SMM: On this production what were the extremely difficult shots you animated on?

Travis: I think it’s always both sides of the spectrum. It’s always kind of the big spectacle, those things that 
stop motion doesn’t always do well. On the other side of the spectrum it’s really the small nuance stuff where 
the characters are breathing and shifting their weight and thinking where they really feel alive. Our approach 
to animation I think brings that to it more then anything else is that these characters do not feel like dolls, 
they do not feel like puppets, they do not feel like little assemblages of steel and silicone. They feel like liv-
ing breathing, emoting, thinking things. It’s hard, and you can never take the easy way out. There are times 
where I know I’m just going to have to have a character kind of shift their weight and breath for a hundred 
frames, and I’m like “I just want to F-ing fire off 40 frames and just walk away and just come back later”, and 
you can’t do that, you have to keep it alive. It’s really painful it’s really challenging, it’s hard. But it’s worth it 
because these things never feel like puppets they feel like living things. 

Coming up with new idiosyncratic ways to move for every single character, thats tricky. You draw from your, 
you draw from your imagination and things you’ve observed. The way Winnie runs is the way my wife runs, 
she has a very funny running style and I thought that would be perfect for this little girl. You know you draw 
these little things from your life that makes them feel like individuals. You just don’t keep relying on this bag 

of tricks. I think thats always a chal-
lenge to make these characters feel 
real and unique and distinct from 
each other. 

One of the most frustrating things 
for me was I had to animate this 
sequence where Eggs has been cap-
tured and he’s in this cage hanging 
from the ceiling of Snatchers fac-
tory, and he’s in an F-ing cage! How 
am I going to get my hand in there 
to animate?



And it’s not like it’s a soft thing, he’s hard, and so anytime you move and elbow or something it would 
smash into a bar or an ear would hit a bar. You know you couldn’t move him and so you’d pull the thing 
apart and try to animate him and put it back together, and the whole time the things got to drift and move 
and shake. So that was one of those things where you just like, “God this is the worst! This is the worst way 
to make a movie!”. But you figure it out and we have the best teams in the world coming up with all this 
stuff. The armatures, the rigging teams, and the puppets, It’s just and amazing group of people. So as frus-
trated as I get, I also realize that we’re working at the highest level that you can work in at this medium. So 
it’s as frustrating as it can be, but it’s also a blessing to know what we are doing. 





Time Space Reflections

Interview with Alba E Garcia-Rivas
by John Ikuma



Time Space Reflections is the labor of love for a very dedicated warm hearted animator named Alba E 
Garcia-Rivas. It’s no secret that stop motion takes time, dedication, and sacrifice, and it is apparent that 
Alba has poured her every being into her work. Time Space Reflections is a short film made in New York 
by Mrs. Garcia-Rivas and has a magic about it that many films often overlook. She has captured and 
bottled a look and feel into this film that has many of us asking where can we see this gem. Luckily the 
short answer is soon. We were lucky enough to interview Alba and has her share with us and struggles and 
triumphs with us.

SMM - Can you tell us about your film and what inspired you to make it?

Alba - This animated film is inspired by the tragic loss of one of my twin students Emely Gomez. This film 
has helped Katherine, (Emely’s twin sister) and I heal. Grieving is one of the most vulnerable stages one can 
feel, and everyone knows about the unbearable emotions that sadness can bring. But together we can make 
this healing process less lonely. My film will reunite my twins at least in a fantasy world after the main char-
acter creates a space-time portal machine to find her twin sister in another universe. After I wrote the script 
for this silent film, I invited Katherine to view the story, storyboard and the characters sculpts. She even col-
laborated with us by recording herself acting out the storyboards, so I could use her movements as reference. 
All in all Katherine is a professional artist in her own merits and I am proud of her amazing achievements 
and courage.



SMM - What challenges did you have when trying to raise funds for the film?

Alba - Many, specially when nobody really knows your talent and determination. I am passionate about 
my art and I give 100% to my craft. I started with a Kickstarter campaign that failed, then, I learned how 
to promote. I spent sleepless nights working on the film, promoting, and working at a full time job to pay 
the bills. I decided to do an Indiegogo campaign with nothing to loose. It was a success in the sense that 
it payed for all of the faces of the film; 260 in total. I was sad, because we needed more money to pay the 
amazing artists, as a token for volunteering with their artwork, but that was the brutal reality of the project 
and all the funds raised went to the printing of the faces.

My artists knew how much effort and sleepless nights I had to do for the Indiegogo, they knew the faces 
could be done. The crew of Time/Space Reflections made this film for the love of the story and art. No-
body got paid, but everyone is part of a remarkable project; a one-of-a-kind independent stop-motion film 
with the quality of major budget films.
Strangers and fans became my friends and they saw my struggle and I updated my facebook/twitter ac-
counts every single time something amazing /or something terrible happened. At one point my basement 
got flooded, I was terrified because my bare foot touched the water; I knew the power cord was ON and on 
the floor. I just panicked.

Many artists volunteered to help, just because they believed in the story and because they saw my struggle 
and the fact that I never give up. These artists worked in major films and series such as the Lord of the 
Rings, Chronicles of Riddick, The Hobbit, Toby’s Traveling Circus (stop-motion) etc. Many others are 
independent filmmakers and some are amazing fine artists. I value every single artist that works with me, 
I promote their individual arts on my website www.fantasiation.com (Check them out!), and I even rec-
ommend them for future works. It is my responsibility to support the artists that lovingly help me and are 
kind to me and the project. All these artists inspire me to move forward. I want to create a family of artists 
that want to participate in meaningful filmmaking.

I am preparing a small book of the making of, with the DVD (for when the movie is done) and credits on 
the film and in IMDb, everything for the artists, they are the best!



SMM - Can you tell us a little about your history and past work in Stop Motion?

Alba - I graduated from School of Visual Arts SVA, Manhattan in the year 2000. My thesis film was called 
The Happy Prince, a ten minute claymation short film, written by Oscar Wilde (You can view it on my you-
tube channel or on my website) it won awards at that time. Shortly after, I worked at Celebrity Deathmatch 
as an animator until the company canceled the show. I also taught animation for two years and built my 
fantasy creature studio called FANTASIATION, in NYC. My one-of-a-kind art dolls are currently in private 
collections in Germany, Spain, England, Canada, etc.

SMM - Why did you choose Ball and Socket armatures and who built them?

Alba - I wanted the characters to have a variety of movement, so I started a search for a company that had 
the specifications I was looking for, specially thin armatures. So I ended up partnering with Malvern Arma-
tures, they are based in the UK and Jeff Carlisle is the armature fabrication expert. We arranged to have a 
custom made size for our characters and a dog. Their work is amazing and very reasonable prices plus they 
have great service.

SMM - You chose to use 3D printed heads for your film. Can you tell us about the process required to de-
sign and make these wonderful looking faces?

Alba - I designed the characters on paper, I sculpted them, I talked to Julio Garay (Expert Sculptor, mold-
maker, fine artist, and 3-D artist plus some animatronics designs) to re-sculpt the face using Blender. He 
also created the blend shapes. After all that I started animating all the facial expressions per storyboard 
in Blender. We exported all face shapes with a VRML file and a texture file. It is important to say that we 
needed to mark every series of facial expressions, behind the faces so we knew which series belong to-
gether. After all animation was done on the faces I contacted a company in Manhattan that use the same 3-D 
printing machine that Laika used for Paranorman.



When we got the funding from Indi-
egogo, we ordered them. This was a 
lot of trial and error, with the company 
(CadBlu). They only made medical 
stuff (dental) or Jewelry. They had no 
idea about the stop-motion animation 
facial trend. The machine broke for a 
month because of the volume of work. 
It was a nightmare. They didn’t know 
how to use the glue to bring the color 
out, so they decided was best to spray 
the faces. We decided not to push our 
luck and stayed with the rough look on 
the puppets faces. When we started to 
animate the film, we needed to prepare 
every single facial expression series so 
the faces could stick in the cranial part 
of the puppet.

SMM - What were the biggest challenges in making the film?

Alba - The hardest part was to figure out how to make the faces and which method to use. At first we purchased 
Form 1, 3-D printer. But we waited 3 months and we never got the printer. Then we ended up canceling the or-
der because to print two faces we had to wait 4 hours and we needed 260 faces in total. Another issue with Form 
1 was, tooling and color; we had to paint every single face.

Even though I was very upset because we didn’t have the means to print the faces, I was determined to find a 
place in NYC to make the them, it was then that I found Cadblu (Angels voices... aaaAAAAAAAA!!!) Trial 
and error, the pricing is high for these type of printing in NYC, and thank to the fans, strangers, friends, fam-
ily, artists that believed in this project, we got the funding to make this film come to life. THANK YOU! once 
again.

SMM - The pre-visual design work looks awesome. Can you share with us your process for developing your 
film?

Alba - The creation of the script and storyboard took about 2 months. The sculpting of the characters bodies 
and heads took about 3 weeks. Set design about 3 months. For the making of the facial animation alone it took 
3 weeks. Animation of the whole film took 8 months; animating at a rate of 10 to 18 seconds a weekend and 
maybe some extra seconds during some week nights. Keeping in mind that I have to get up at 4:00am everyday 
to work full time (at an unrelated not artistic job), to come home and take care of our child and then squeeze in 
some animation. It took a lot of family sacrifices, and a major surgery in between. But we never loose track of 
the goal and we made it! This sacrifice tells about our love for storytelling and animation.

SMM - How many people were involved in the making of the film and what were their roles? 

Alba - We have 20 people collaborating, and they are from all over the world, I mean New Zealand, Germany, 
Spain, Puerto Rico, England, USA, Norway, Canada and the list is growing as we are in the planning a feature 
film, that I am currently writing. And I am collaborating with Award Winner Screenwriter Tony Clomax.
Director/Script: Alba Garcia Storyboard: Alba Garcia Animators: Alba Garcia/Julio Garay/ Todd Sheridan Perry 
Best Boy: Peter Pier Moldmakers: Julio Garay/Alba Garcia Visual FX Artists: Todd Sheridan Perry,



Julio Garay Armature Designer: Jeff Carlisle (Malvern Armatures) Miniaturist Expert; Weapondry, Cutlery, 
Antigravity bike and other Props: Steve Wheeler Dog Sound Effects (For early test visualization): William 
Chrapcynski Puppet Fabricator: Alba Garcia/Julio Garay Prop Fabricators: Alba Garcia/Julio Garay/Juliann 
Rose St-Onge, Oscar Rodriguez, Maria Pier, Ian Steventon. Futuristic Set Designer and Props: Oscar Rodri-
guez Renaissance Set Designers: Julio Garay/Alba Garcia Conceptual Design and Character Design: Alba 
Garcia/Julio Garay Animatronics FX: Julio Garay Rigger: Julio Garay Live Action Visualization: Katherine 
Emely Gomez Editor: Nadirah Bell Color Correcting by Award Winning Filmmaker: Quenell Jones Light 
Design: Alba Garcia/Julio Garay Composer: Priscilla Hernandez Prop Designer Illustrator: Ryan Alonzo 
Sound FX Supervisor: Rob Foster Credits Graphics Sequence for trailer: Tristian Goik Movie title and end 
credits: Lacey Mason Time/Space Reflections Movie Website Designer: Lacey Mason Promo and Docu-
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SMM - Tell us a little of the back story of your char-
acters in the film...

Alba - Time/Space Reflections is a Sci-fi/Fantasy 
story about an inventor in the future that loses her 
twin sister tragically. To cope with her grief she cre-
ates a Time/Space Portal that can go to other dimen-
sions. Meanwhile, there is another twin in a parallel 
universe creating a portal, she looks identical to the 
futuristic twin, in this case she lives in a fantastical 
renaissance world. The difference is that she is using 
alchemy to create the portal. The portal opens, they 
see each other for the first time, there is happiness, 
and jubilation. But soon they discovered that crossing 
the portal means death.

SMM - Do you have plans for any future films?

Alba - Yes! I have been writing for 4 months a story 
line for a feature film of courage and sacrifice. Last 
week I had a meeting with award winning screen-
writer Tony Clomax to develop the story into a 
screenplay. Tony started to write the screenplay. We 
are thinking a 90 minutes long film. We are all very 
excited because the story of the film is a unique one, 
we want the story to be powerful and with our artists 
we can make a stunning one-of-a-kind independent 
stop-motion film. Our plan is to open our doors with 
Time Space Reflections in Film festivals and get Pro-
ducers, investors and sponsors on board to fund the 
feature film.

SMM - Where can readers view your film?

Alba - We are doing Post production at the moment, 
it will take a couple of months for us to finish. I will 
start submitting the film to festivals to build reputa-
tion. Later on I will deliver the Indiegogo perks. 
Some festivals are very strict on where we show the 
film and we don’t want to risk someone putting the 
film on social media, we could be disqualified for a 
major festival. We will alert everyone on where we 
will be screening the Premier so the crew and funders 
of the film can go.



3D Printing also known as Additive Manufacturing is one of the great technological advances of our civili-
zation and has emerged as one of the hottest topics in the tech field. People are so excited about the subject 
that Billions of dollars are being circulated and invested in companies starting up with the promise of a 
3D Printer in every home. New technologies are being developed and corporations are printing everything 
from Plastic, Concrete, Food, and even Human Organs. Nasa is even jumping in on the game by partner-
ing with manufacturers to develop printers that work in space. You name it and someone has probably 3d 
printed it by now. 

The sad fact is that the technology has been around since the 1980’s and was unreachable for the common 
person. Due to patent restrictions and top secret technology, the 3D printer was a very pipe dream kind of 
device only obtainable by large corporations who didn’t know what to do with the technology. Open source 
development has allowed the technology to advance to levels no one has seen before and lapses in patent 
holdings has also helped to increase interest and development. The media has swooped in on all the excite-
ment and joined the band wagon of sales pitches to get potential buyers interested. While the budding print-
ing companies really are going after the stock sales of their companies which is where they are making their 
money in the short term, all the while their machines sit in warehouses waiting to be sold and collecting 
dust. This has resulted in an over hyped over saturated market with over priced machines and empty prom-
ises to have a 3D printer in every house within 5 years. If you look at all the tech magazines and bloggers 
you’ll hear people claiming lots of things and the whole concept of a printer in every house is one of those 
far fetched promises. The reality to those who pay attention to the facts is that 3D Printers are one of the 
most amazing engineering tools of the modern age and unless grandma learns how to 3D Model, chances 
are she’ll never print a thing in her lifetime, though your brother or sister might. 

Enough about my doom sayer opinion on the 3D Printer financial bubble. What we do have is a technology 
allowing us to build anything (yes I mean anything. Not almost, I mean anything). For us dreamers in the 
stop motion and model making world this technology is beyond awesome it’s a must have. You can design 
one day, print the next day, and animate on the 3rd day, and it’s just that simple in terms of basic concept 
to completion. LAIKA studios has proven the concept by first generating replacement mouths and faces for 
their feature film Coraline, then with ParaNorman and now with their latest release The BoxTrolls. Other 
studios have jumped on board, Starburns Industries purchased a high end 3D printer and is using it to make 
the puppet replacement faces for their Anomalisa Feature Film, small production studios are experimenting 
with the technology to be able to create puppets accurately in the computer and then 3D print them. I’ve 
personally seen more 3D printing stop motion characters in the past year via blogs and kickstarters then any 
other time in the history of stop motion. 

3D Printing in the 
Stop Motion World

by John Ikuma



Printers are becoming more affordable, more reliable, and allowing for higher resolutions while also 
giving newer and different material and color choices. $500 is the tough benchmark that the small 
start up companies are trying to meet when it comes to price points for the average consumer where 
the more engineered machines that use specialty materials are usually in the $2000 range and the 
very big pro machines range above $10,000. Usability is also a must have with the printers so that 
the people using them can actually understanding what they are doing and have less issues when 
developing their concepts. One major flaw with all of this is who actually needs a 3d printer. Lets 
use my family as an example, my daughters think 3D printing is cool and they were excited when I 
brought one home and started tinkering with it. 

Problem here is they have no idea how to use a 3D CGI Software to make a model and print it, nor 
does my wife, neither does my mother or in fact anyone in my blood relation or through marriage 
relation. Yep, I’m 1 out of over 1000 people who knows how to model in 3D and understands whats 
involved in the process. That being said my mother would love to print little Knick Knacks to fix her 
cabinets, or my youngest daughter would like to print Adventure Time characters so she can paint 
them and show her friends. There are those resources out there for people to download an object and 
print them through websites like thingiverse.com. Honestly a large portion of them are junk and will 
never print properly without a little bit of fixing and modifying. I know this because you go through 
a lot of experimenting when you first start printing and don’t get me started on 3D scanners, YIKES!

What the 3D printing technology is there for is to take an idea or concept and bring it into being 
for prototyping purposes. This is where the term Rapid Prototyping comes from. You would build 
an idea virtually and have a solid object of your idea in a shorter period of time instead of the long 
process of traditional methods of prototyping. Basically you sculpt everything in the computer and 
print it out. This concept is awesome, but definitely not for the standard average everyday person..... 
In fact it’s not for some advanced people as well. You can scour the internet and find tech reviews 
from people who understand engineering but completely fail when trying to print the simpliest of 
objects on their first try with a printer. There’s also the added factors of heat, material, alignment, 
and topography of the 3D Model. Yeah, really makes your head hurt at first.

So I’m here to hopefully fill in the blanks and walk you through the 3D Printing world with what 
I’ve personally learned and all the different concepts I can muster out of my small brain. Maybe you 
are interested in purchasing a Printer or have a curiosity about the process. Whatever the case I’m 
sure you’ll pickup some knowledge here. Now don’t get me wrong, anyone can learn how to 3D 
Print. Also, 3D modeling and designing something is not hard. Most 3D models fail from builder er-
ror and most 3D prints that fail are due to user error. So hopefully we can decrease these numbers by 
placing the needed information in this article. Also, don’t be swayed by my personal views about the 
3D Printing Industry. It’s at its infancy and like the early internet, I feel it’s vary susceptible to views 
about what it’s potential has in its future use instead of what the reality of “now” is. I do believe a 
machine will be in every middle class home in roughly 10 to 15 years, where the main stream claims 
5 years for this to happen. Regardless, do your studying and figure it out for yourself and come to 
your own conclusions. So lets get started.



Without going to into the history of 3D Printing which gets murky and makes for a very long story about 
the larger 3D printing companies and how they came to be. I can tell you about the home brew grass roots 
open source birth of 3d printing and how it started in peoples garages. With the release of cheap circuit 
boards and micro chips. Tinkerers quickly started messing around with taking off the shelf parts consisting 
of Servos, gears, and belts and making 3D Printers that would extrude mounds of plastic layer after layer. 
The most notable of these open source projects is called RepRap which has a very large community and 
many designs all based on the extrusion type of 3d printers. One of the biggest companies to form out of 
the RepRap community was MakerBot which originally designed a 3D printer called the CupCake which 
had the original intention of printing frosting on a cupcake. Their design was revolutionary in the since 
that it was originally very affordable (about $700 or less) and used spools of plastic that were melted and 
placed layer by layer onto a platform to make a model. MarkerBot have since done away with their under 
$1000 printers and greatly increased there quality of design while also being purchased by a longtime 3D 
printing corporation Stratasys which produces some of the most amazing machines one the market.

So what is 3D Printing? Well to stay as simple on the explanation as I can it is the process of building up 
materials layer by layer until an object is formed to produce a solid real representation of what was origi-
nally modeled in the virtual world (3D Software). 

Extrusion 3D Printing uses a heated nozzle where melted plastic is pushed through and deposited on a 
surface layer by layer until it is built up to make a solid object. This is the most common method for the in-
expensive printers on the market. The companies you should be familiar with that produce these machines 
are Makerbot (www.makerbot.com), Solidoodle (www.solidoodle.com), 3D Systems (cubify.com). I would 
also suggest searching the internet for 3D Printers and you’ll find a ton of sites. If you’re interested in 
building your own you should look up RepRap which has a ton of designs and software choices to choose 
from. 

There are many materials in the industry for these extrusion printers but the 3 most important ones for 
home use are ABS, PLA, and HIP.

-ABS: A petroleum based plastic 
-PLA: Plant based plastic
-HIP: A dissolvable plastic used to make removable layers. Usually used with ABS

Now those aren’t the only spool based extrusion materials available for 3D printing. You can also purchase 
Kevlar, Carbon Fiber, Wood based, fiber glass, and a number of other exotic materials. Since those materi-
als are rare it may take a little hunting to find them and also a lot more hunting to figure out how to use 
them properly.



Beside extrusion techniques that build using heated material being placed layer by layer, there are also a few 
other 3D printing techniques as well.  Stereolithography is a technic that uses a laser and a urethan liquid 
solution. The laser heats up the solution at a specific location on the build platform and then makes the ure-
thane harden on each of those locations. The process is fascinating and still in its infancy, but there are a few 
companies that produce amazing machines that reach resolutions higher then the normal extrusion type of 
3D printer. Companies to look into are Full Spectrum Laser (www.fslaser.com), Formlabs (www.formlabs.
com), and Kudo3D (www.kudo3d.com). 

The third and probably the most used in the highend 3d printing industry is called Binder Jet Printing, which 
is also known as powder bed or inkjet head 3d printing. This process uses a fine powder and a binding fluid. 
Each layer of powder is laid down and a printing head goes over this material and will deposit it’s fluid bind-
ing agent. Once all the layers are built the printing technician will reach into the tub of build up powder and 
will remove the 3d printed object. Next the object will be either lightly dusted, or vacuumed. The final stage 
usually requires the technition to bath the object into a chemical identical to Super Glue and place the object 
out to dry and then sanded lightly to remove burs or imperfections caused by the 3d printing process. This 
is the technic that LAIKA uses to make their puppet replacement parts. The real advantage of this process 
is the ability to print in color which LAIKA studios has become the forefront masters at achieving a color 
range and also the ability to have light shine through thin layers which can simulate light shinning through 
skin. If you’re interested in these types of printers you should look at Stratasys (www.stratasys.com).

Another great option too look at for having your prints made is Shapeways (www.shapeways.com). They are 
a company that prints your models for you using lots of different materials from plastics to metals. Now you 
should know what your doing when placing orders with them because flaws in your models can make the 
cost go up dramatically and understanding the process is very important. They charge you by the material 
and the way to cut costs with them is to have a hollow model with exit holes to insure that the material that 
was trapped in the models cavity can escape once printing is done. Otherwise you are paying for a bunch of 
material that is just adding dead weight to your design and will increase the cost of printing.

So lets talk software and designing a model. For years I’ve heard old timers and new comers in stop mo-
tion battle over CGI and 3D animation as soulless and not actually art or creative. Honestly they have no 
idea... The computer is a tool at which you can design and build objects that are not physically possible with 
the human hand. When you ad 3D Printing to this you have a whole new level of art that was not possible 
before. Animation wise it is not cheating to animate in the computer, print out the sequence, and then photo-
graph them using stop motion. That is actually a great method and a time saver. Regardless. CGI software is 
a must if you are going to get into making 3D Prints. There are a number of softwares out there so lets start 
with the industry standards and their relation to their respected industries.



The Top 3 Industry Softwares: The top 3 softwares are actually manufactured by one company, Autodesk. 
The reason they are the top three has nothing to do with pure functionality, but more to do with being the 
first in the industry to be widely accepted and used in their respected industries. Their are many great soft-
wares out there and they should be looked at as well.

 AutoCAD (The industry standard in engineering models) 
 MAYA (Film Industry Standard Modeling Animation Software)
 3D Studio Max (Video Game Industry Standard Modeling and Animation Software)

Some of the Best Softwares: This list is more of an honest take on what people are really using and no 
about over hyped, over marketed softwares that require the sacrifice of your first born to be able to pur-
chase. 

 Rhino (A brilliant design software similar to AutoCad)
 Lightwave 3d (Secretly one of the top softwares used in the television and film industry)
 Cinema4D (A very popular software for motion graphics and 3D animation)
 Modo (An up and coming software that has lots of modeling functions and tools)
 Zbrush (The most popular 3D Sculpting softwares)
 MudBox (Made by Autodesk and is in direct competition with Zbrush)
 Blender (A free opensource software that us used in modeling, animation, and vfx)

3D modeling is not hard, so you shouldn’t feel frustrated by the software you are using. Remember it’s a 
tool and if you use that tool the wrong way it won’t do what you want. Screaming at your computer won’t 
fix the problems when learning your way around a CGI interface. I can tell you from experience after hav-
ing used all the softwares in the list that my favorites are Lightwave3D and Zbrush. This has to do with 
how my brain works and less to do with software functionality. All the softwares in the list are great and 
you should definitely give them all a try and see which one fits you best.



When modeling 3d print there are some things to remember. All models must be water tight, so no holes 
anywhere. The faces of your models are called polygons which inked together form the object. The points 
of a polygon for the corners and the connections from point to point are called the edges. When 3D model-
ing you must make sure that your model has a complete surface on the outside which means no missing 
or disconnected polygons or edges. This can usually be checked by showing the direction the faces of the 
polygons are pointing which is called Normals. Also, if you need to place a cavity inside your model you 
would place an object in the model and flip the faces so that they face inward to each other. If your scratch-
ing your head right now don’t worry, it gets a lot worse. Even a bigger issue to deal with is Polygons 
should only have 3 to 4 edges. 

When you export your model you’ll probably want to triangulate the surface which converts any polygon 
in the model to a 3 point triangle. This is what the 3D printing software needs to calculate the surface of 
the object for printing. RepeterHost will let you know if you have holes in your model and will also trian-
gulate the models when slicing it into a 3D print. Personally it’s great to have this software around just to 
see if you’ve messed up on your build. Another cool function of RepetierHost is that it will place a cavity 
inside th model to ensure that it doesn’t use too much material. So if you want to send a print to Shapeways 
I would suggest running your design through RepetierHost to see what you are dealing with in terms of a 
model.

The file format that you would use to print your object is very important. The standard interchangeable 
format between 3D softwares is an .obj, but in todays work place there are lots of software interchangeable 
formats. I won’t go into those because it can get confusing and we’ll easily get off the subject of 3D print-
ing. Just know that STL, X3D, and Collada tend to be the model esport format of choice by many enthu-
siasts. Personally I use STL since I don’t need to print in color and it is the most popular 3D printing file 
format out there. 



One last thing about 3D modeling... Don’t be afraid of it, just dive right in and start doing it. Try out the 
different softwares. They all have trial versions or personal learning versions. Also, there are resources all 
over the internet to be able o learn how to model, not to mention the thousands of books about the subject. 
I can tell you first hand that when modeling you usually start with a box and then slice the box into more 
polygons and then move the varying points into the shape you want then keep deviding the polygons until 
you reach the desired form. You can also extrude and bevel and rotate... There are a ton of tools in the soft-
ware and I guarantee you will pick it up fast if you have the software that fits the way you think. I really 
mean that, I spent years using the wrong software and never got anywhere until one day I tried a different 
one and instantly I was modeling toys and human faces. I’m no joking...

In conclusion I can just say that there is a lot that can be done with a 3D Printer in the stop motion world. 
Replacement animation of faces and or characters is just one example. Props, vehicles, objects, tools, etc... 
can all be made in a 3D software and then printed. You are only limited by your imagination and wallet 
when it comes to 3d printing. So I hope I was able to help you in filling in some of the blanks with this 
article. There’s a lot to learn about 3D printing and the real way to do that is to actually own a printer. They 
are becoming cheaper and easier to use. I would suggest looking into Solidoodle since they have a good 
quality affordable machine. Also try all those 3D softwares, it will be a real advantage to be able to make 
objects virtually and also to incorporate virtual elements into your stop motion productions. The softwares 
and printers are definitely lower in price now then they have ever been. So get printing and keep animating!




